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Abstract
Background: Persisting atopic dermatitis (AD) is known to be associated with more
serious allergic diseases at later ages; however, making an accurate diagnosis during
infancy is challenging. We assessed the diagnostic performance of questionnaire-
based AD measures with criteria-based in-person clinical assessments at age 1 year
and evaluated the ability of these diagnostic methods to predict asthma, allergic rhinitis and food allergies at age 5 years.
Methods: Data relate to 3014 children participating in the Canadian Healthy Infant
Longitudinal Development (CHILD) Study who were directly observed in a clinical
assessment by an experienced healthcare professional using the UK Working Party
criteria. The majority (2221; 73.7%) of these children also provided multiple other
methods of AD ascertainment: a parent reporting a characteristic rash on a questionnaire, a parent reporting the diagnosis provided by an external physician and a combination of these two reports.
Results: Relative to the direct clinical assessment, the area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve for a parental report of a characteristic rash, reported physician
diagnosis and a combination of both were, respectively, 0.60, 0.69 and 0.70. The strongest predictor of asthma at 5 years was AD determined by criteria-based in-person clinical assessment followed by the combination of parental and physician report.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that questionnaire data cannot accurately substitute for assessment by experienced healthcare professionals using validated criteria for diagnosis of atopic dermatitis. Combining the parental report with diagnosis by
a family physician might sometimes be appropriate (eg to avoid costs of a clinical
assessment).
KEYWORDS

accuracy, atopic dermatitis, diagnosis, eczema, epidemiology, questionnaire reports

*Canadian Healthy Infant Longitudinal Development Study Investigators are listed in Appendix 1
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N
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rashes in classical locations, or parental report of physician-diagnosed
AD, are as reliable as diagnoses made by an experienced healthcare

Atopic dermatitis/eczema (AD) affects 15%-20% of children world-

professional using established criteria developed by the UK working

wide. The risk for progression to more severe allergic diseases var-

party.17 We further determined which diagnostic approaches were

ies depending on the trajectories of AD; those whose AD persisted

most associated with future relevant clinical outcomes such as aller-

from age 1 year were more likely to develop asthma and allergic

gic diseases, sensitisation and wheezing symptoms at 5 years.

rhinitis than those with a later onset.1,2 Currently, reliable criteria
for distinguishing between transitory rashes and AD in infancy are
not well established. Young children cannot describe or report itch3

iness, leading to problems in diagnoses and nomenclature of AD.

Furthermore, some two-thirds of children diagnosed with AD are
5,6

not truly atopic, ie not sensitised to any allergens.

2 | M E TH O DS

4

The CHILD study is a longitudinal birth cohort study following 3455
children recruited at 4 different sites in Canada (Edmonton, Toronto,

The literature relating to clinical trials and cohorts reports sev-

Vancouver and Manitoba). The study involves in person assessments

eral methods for ascertaining AD. Most often, parents are asked

in the home at 3-4 months of age, and during clinic visits at age 1, 3

about rashes that the child has had in typical locations such as

and 5 years, as well as health questionnaires completed at 3, 6, 12,

1

18, 24, 30, 36, 48 and 60 months. Study procedures have been pub-

on the face, neck, elbow, behind the knees, hands or feet. Other
7,8

seeking a di-

lished elsewhere; all study sites received approval from their local

agnosis by an attending physician, while others relied on parent-

Research Ethics Board.18 The current analysis includes 3014 children

reported physician diagnosis, where parents were typically asked

who were evaluated for AD at the 1-year clinical assessment; those

studies have utilised electronic medical records

9–12

Some studies

who were missing information from the questionnaires had data im-

have employed direct examination of the child by a health care

puted using Multiple Imputation (see Statistical Analysis methods)

professional,13–16 while others have combined more than one of

(Figure 1).

“Has your child been diagnosed with eczema?”.

these methods.13,15 It is unknown if these methods are comparable. Ideally, in a clinical study, infants would all be assessed by
the same experienced paediatrician, but this may not be feasible
especially in large multicentre studies. Studies in older children
have shown that electronic medical records allow identification of
cases as accurately as a physician;7 however, this was not exam-

2.1 | Measures of atopic dermatitis
2.1.1 | Diagnosis based on the parental report of a
rash (Parental Report)
This was based on an algorithm using data recorded in the child

ined among infants.
Using data from the Canadian Healthy Infant Longitudinal

health questionnaires completed by the parent (usually mother) at

Development (CHILD) Study, we have analysed different methods of

3, 6 and 12 months. The wording of the questions for all time points

diagnosing AD in infancy to determine whether a parental report of

was very similar; parents were asked “Has your child had ANY rash

,/>'ĞŶĞƌĂůĐŽŚŽƌƚ
ŶсϯϮϲϰ
ŚŝůĚŚĞĂůƚŚƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞĨŽƌĂŶǇƌĂƐŚ
ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚĂƚϯŵŽ
EсϯϬϭϰ;ϭϬϬ͘ϬйͿ
ŚŝůĚŚĞĂůƚŚƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ
ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚĂƚϲŵŽ
EсϮϱϭϰ;ϴϯ͘ϰйͿ

tŝƚŚĚƌĂǁŶďĞĨŽƌĞϯŵŽ͕Ŷсϱϵ
EŽƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞĂƚϯŵŽ͕Ŷсϭϵϭ

tŝƚŚĚƌĂǁŶďĞĨŽƌĞϲŵŽ͕Ŷсϯϯ
EŽƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞĂƚϲŵŽ͕Ŷсϰϲϳ

tŝƚŚĚƌĂǁŶďĞĨŽƌĞϭϮŵŽ͕ŶсϭϮ
EŽƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞĂƚϭϮŵŽ͕ŶсϮϴϭ

ŚŝůĚŚĞĂůƚŚƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞĂŶĚ
ĐůŝŶŝĐǀŝƐŝƚĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚĂƚϭϮŵŽ
EсϮϮϮϭ;ϳϯ͘ϳйͿ
ŶĂůǇƐĞƐƵƐŝŶŐĂĐƚƵĂůĂŶĚŝŵƉƵƚĞĚĚĂƚĂ
EсϯϬϭϰ;ϭϬϬ͘ϬйͿ

F I G U R E 1 Flowchart of participants,
showing withdrawals and completion of
health questionnaires by age to 1 y and
follow-up at 5 y

ŚŝůĚŚĞĂůƚŚƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞĂŶĚǀŝƐŝƚ
ǁŝƚŚƐŬŝŶƚĞƐƚƐĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚĂƚϱǇ
EсϮϲϲϬ;ϴϴ͘ϯйͿ

/ŵƉƵƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨŵŝƐƐŝŶŐƌĂƐŚĚĂƚĂ
Eсϳϵϯ
ůůǁŝƚŚĚƌĂǁŶĂĨƚĞƌϯŵŽƵƉƚŽϱǇ͕Ŷсϭϴϴ
EŽƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞŽƌŶŽƐŬŝŶƚĞƐƚƐĂƚϱǇ͕Ŷсϭϲϲ
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in the last 3 or 6 months?” If “yes,” parents were asked “Where was

dust mites (Der.p and Der.f), cockroach, penicillium, cladosporium,

the WORST rash located?” with options: face, inside elbow(s), dia-

aspergillus fumigatus, trees, grasses, weeds and ragweed). Details of

per area, wrist/hand(s), back of knee(s), scalp, ankle(s) and other. The

skin tests procedure have been described previously.19

next question asked the parent to “Describe the rash,” with options:

Parental sensitisation was assessed using the same inhalant aller-

wet, red, dry and scaly. Parents could select more than one option

gens as used in the children but only one food (peanut) was tested.

for each question. A child was considered to have AD by this meas-

Mothers were usually tested during the child’s clinic visit at age

ure if the worst rash was in a classical or typical location for infants

1 year or later, rather than during pregnancy. Fathers were tested at

(on the face, inside of elbow, wrist/hands or back of knees) AND was

the time of recruitment to the study.

described as either red or wet (see Appendix 2 for algorithm).

Parental histories of allergic diseases were self-reported.
Mothers and fathers were asked to indicate their history of asthma,

2.1.2 | Diagnosis made by a family physician or non-
study paediatrician (External Physician)

allergic rhinitis (hay fever), skin allergy symptoms (eczema, hives or
allergic rash) and food allergies.
Diagnoses of asthma, allergic rhinitis and food allergy were made

If the parent reported the child had had a rash, two additional ques-

during the clinic visit at age 5 years. Experienced paediatricians in

tions were asked. First, “Was this rash EVER seen by a doctor or

the CHILD Study or highly trained health care professionals assessed

healthcare professional?” If yes, “What was the diagnosis for this

all children for these conditions through a structured parental inter-

WORST rash?” with options of eczema/atopic dermatitis, hives or

view, eliciting a history of allergic symptoms. For all allergic diseases,

other. A child was classified to have AD by this measure if parents in-

diagnoses were recorded as “yes,” “possible” or “no” (see details in

dicated a physician diagnosis of eczema/atopic dermatitis. Children

Appendix 4); only those assigned “yes” were considered as cases.

who had not consulted a physician for a rash, or reported no rash,
were coded to have no AD diagnosis from an external physician.9

2.3 | Statistical analysis
We calculated the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value

2.1.3 | Combining Parental Report with External
Physician (Combined Reports)

(PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and Area under the Receiver
Operating Curve (AUROC) of an AD diagnosis based on the Parental

We evaluated this measure in which a child was considered to have

Report and diagnosis by an External Physician, using the Clinical

AD only if they were ascertained to have AD by both Parental Report

Assessment as the “gold standard “. We calculated Kappa statis-

and External Physician Report.

tics or chance-corrected agreement between the three measures
(including the Combined Reports) with the Clinical Assessments;

2.1.4 | Diagnosis based on criteria-based clinical
assessment (Clinical Assessment) at the 1-year visit

as well as crude agreements between the Parental Report and the
External Physician diagnoses within each severity group.
We have previously reported that the clinical assessment of AD

Experienced healthcare professionals (paediatricians or study staff

using the UK Working party criteria provided the strongest correla-

trained and supervised by these physicians) assessed each child at

tion with clinical outcomes of allergic diseases at 3 years.14 We have

17

This

now extended follow-up time, and evaluated which AD diagnostic

required “an itchy skin condition (or a parental report of scratching

age 1 year for AD using the UK Working Party definition.

measure was most associated with clinical outcomes (atopy, asthma,

or rubbing in a child),” and at least one of the following three crite-

allergic rhinitis, and food allergy) at age 5 years. We applied unad-

ria: “history of involvement of the skin creases of elbows, behind

justed Poisson regression models to calculate the risk ratios of ex-

knees, front of ankles or around neck,” “history of general dry skin

hibiting these characteristics associated with AD diagnosed by each

in the last year,” and “visible flexural eczema or eczema involving

method. 20

the cheeks/ forehead and outer limbs”. On a few occasions (<2% of

To maximise power, we imputed missing questionnaire informa-

cases), physicians who were certain that the child had AD despite

tion in two steps. First, for all children who had been diagnosed as

a lack of reported itch still made a diagnosis of AD. If AD was diag-

having AD by a specific method at a particular age (eg a rash that

nosed, severity was recorded as “mild,” “moderate” or “severe” (see

matched the criteria required by the Parental Report at 3 months),

Appendix 3 for definitions of severity).

any missing values at other ages in the first year were also assumed
to be positive. Similarly, children who were missing data for a period

2.2 | Definition of Other Measures

of only 3 months (ie missed the questionnaire only once at either 3
or 6 months, but completed the questionnaires at every other time)

Allergic sensitisation at 5 years was assessed using skin prick tests

and reported no AD symptoms at both times, were considered as

(SPTs) in 2660 of these children (88.3% of the 3014 with data at

negative.

3 months) (Figure 1). A child was considered to be sensitised if SPT

These first steps of imputation provided 2511 complete cases,

showed ≥2 mm wheal to any of 4 foods (peanut, milk, egg white or

leaving 503 to be imputed statistically. We performed multiple impu-

soy) or 13 inhalants (alternaria tenuis, cat hair, dog epithelium, house

tation using the MICE package in R 3.3.1 in these remaining cases.21,22

|
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Multiple imputation was undertaken using all available information
from the questionnaires; 50 imputed data sets over 10 iterations
were created to give the most reliable estimation (see Appendix 5 for
details).21,23 Regression estimates were pooled over the 50 separate

TA B L E 1

Participant demographics (n = 3014)

Demographics

N (%)

Sex

data sets; confidence intervals for sensitivity, specificity and other di-

Female

1420 (47.1)

agnostic measures were calculated using the bootstrap method with

Male

1594 (52.9)

the Bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) interval.24 We did not im-

Study centre

pute missing values for the 1-year clinical assessment, nor the 5-year

Edmonton

666 (22.1)

allergic outcomes predicted by each AD measure. We also conducted

Toronto

684 (22.7)

a sensitivity analysis which included only the 2221 children who had

Vancouver

689 (22.9)

completed all three questionnaires pertaining to AD at 3, 6 months
and 1 year. Finally, to ensure robustness of results regarding agreement among the four measures, we determined best and worst case
scenarios for all 503 missing values imputed to assess how estimates
would change if all missing cases were in agreement with the gold

Manitoba
Parental history*
Current skin
allergy symptoms

975 (32.3)
Mother (n = 2979)

Father (n = 2528)

961 (32.3)

606 (24.0)

1490 (50.0)

1226 (49.0)

standard or if all were in disagreement.

Current allergic
rhinitis (hay
fever) symptoms

3 | R E S U LT S

Any history of
asthma

658 (22.1)

496 (19.6)

Any history food
allergies

654 (22.0)

429 (17.0)

1723 (57.8)

1610 (63.9)

115 (4.5)

3.1 | Demographics of participants and distribution
of AD measures
In the overall sample of 3014 children assessed at age 1 year, there
were slightly more males (52.9%) than females. Mothers were pri-

Sensitised (≥1
positive skin test)
Parental ethnicity

marily white Caucasian (76.2%) with a relatively high level of atopic

First Nation

119 (4.0)

sensitisation (57.8%) and history of any allergic disease (79.2%)

South-East Asian

143 (4.8)

115 (4.5)

(Table 1).

East Asian

171 (5.7)

130 (5.1)

88 (3.0)

108 (4.3)

Of the 2221 children with all questionnaires completed through-

South Asian

out the first year of life, 1882 (84.4%) reported a rash (in any loca-

Black or Hispanic

tion) between birth and age 1 year but in 429 (22.8%) this was diaper

White

rash only; these children were not considered to have AD, leaving

Other (including
mixed ethnicities)

1453 reporting any rash other than diaper rash. The algorithm based
on the Parental Report (namely the site and the characteristics of
any reported rash) considered 926 of these (41.7% of the total children assessed) to have atopic dermatitis, while fewer (536; 24.1%)

559

Unknown or
skipped

106 (3.6)

134 (5.3)

2213 (74.3)

2240 (88.6)

145 (4.9)

143 (5.7)

27 (0.9)

29 (1.1)

*May not add up to 3014 due to missing data.

were diagnosed by an External Physician, and only 248 (11.2%) infants were so diagnosed at the criteria-based Clinical Assessment.
There were 1100 (49.5%) children diagnosed with AD by at least one

AD during the clinic visit were also diagnosed with AD by an

of the three measures, while only 156 (7.0%) infants were diagnosed

External Physician report, while 87.0% of infants without AD by

by all three measures (Figure 2).

Clinical Assessment were not diagnosed with AD by an External
Physician. Combining the Parental and External Physician reports

3.2 | Comparing Parental Report and External
Physician diagnosis of AD with the Clinical Assessment

gave a lower sensitivity of 53.2%, but an improved specificity of
92.1%. PPV and NPV for these measures can be interpreted in
similar ways. The AUROC for Parental Report, External Physician

Based on data for all 3014 children, including those with im-

and Combined Report diagnoses were as follows: 0.60, 0.69 and

puted questionnaire values, the Parental Report algorithm had

0.70, respectively, suggesting a similarly acceptable level of ac-

a sensitivity of 65.2% and specificity of 75.9% using the Clinical

curacy between the three questionnaire-b ased methods. The

Assessment as the “gold standard”. This means that among in-

chance-corrected agreements (Kappa statistics) between the

fants who were diagnosed with AD during the clinic visit, 65.2%

Parental Report, External Physician diagnosis and the Combined

would have been diagnosed by the Parental Report; how-

Report with the Clinical Assessment were 0.25, 0.45 and 0.43

ever, among infants not diagnosed with AD during the clinic

respectively (Table 2). When we considered the worst- and best-

visit, 75.9% were correctly classified as not having AD in the

case scenario for the missing data, worst case scenario gave an

Parental Report. Likewise, only 70.2% of infants diagnosed with

AUROC as low as 55.0 for Parental Report, while the best-c ase

560
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lower than the risk for infants diagnosed with AD by the Clinical
Assessments.
AD diagnosis from the Clinical Assessment in infancy significantly increased the risk of being diagnosed with allergic rhinitis (RR:
3.66; 95% CI: 2.67, 4.99), food allergy (RR: 7.22; 95% CI: 5.13, 10.15)
and asthma (RR: 2.63; 95% CI: 1.85, 3.74) during the clinical assessments at 5 years. Risks for all the 5-year outcomes were lower for
infants who were identified with AD by an External Physician as well
as by the Parental Report. When the latter two reports were combined, the risks were closer to the risks obtained for these outcomes
by the Clinical Assessments, except for allergic rhinitis, which had a
substantially lower risk. These risk ratios for each AD measure are
summarised in Figure 3 (see Appendix 7A for details). Results were
maintained when we only considered the 2221 children who have
complete data for all questionnaires (see Appendix 7B for details).

4 | CO M M E NT
4.1 | Principal findings
We have compared four methods of diagnosing AD in infancy that
F I G U R E 2 Distribution and overlap of various diagnostic
methods of identifying AD in the sample. Since multiple imputation
method was pooled over 50 iterations of data sets, we are unable
to determine to which group the children with imputed data
belong. This Venn diagram applies only to the 2221 children who
completed all questionnaires.

are commonly used in clinical and epidemiological studies. In general, taking the Clinical Assessment based on the UK Working Party
criteria as the “gold standard,” sensitivities and PPV for all three
questionnaire-based methods (with imputation where needed) were
poor (sensitivities ≤70% for all measures), suggesting that they resulted in many false negatives. In both imputed and complete data
sets, while not in perfect agreement with the standardised clinical as-

scenario gave an AUROC as high as 78.1 for the Combined

sessments, diagnosis from an External Physician as reported by par-

Reports (see Appendix 6A, 6B).

ents had a sensitivity, specificity, and NPV of above 70% and Kappa

When we considered only the 2221 children who completed

statistic of up to 0.45, indicating moderate agreement. 25 When the

all AD questionnaire measures in the first year, similar conclusions

Parental Report and External Physician’s diagnosis were combined,

were reached, although the sensitivity for Parental Report was

specificity was the highest, with a similar moderate agreement as

lower than specificity (see Appendix 6C). There was a gradient in

shown by the Kappa statistic. 25 We also found a clear gradient in the

the crude agreement between the two questionnaire measures of

ability of these four diagnostic measures to predict important aller-

AD with the severity of the AD as determined at the clinical assess-

gic outcomes. Infants identified with AD by the Clinical Assessment

ment among the 2221 children (Table 2). Only 6 children were rated

had a significantly higher likelihood of allergic sensitisation at 5 years

as “severe,” all 6 (100%) were diagnosed to have AD by all mea-

compared to those diagnosed by an External Physician or Parental

sures. Among those with “moderate” and “mild” severity, 74.5% and

Report, as well as higher risks of 5-year asthma diagnosis compared

59.0%, respectively, were diagnosed by both Parental Report and an

to infants diagnosed by the External Physician. Combining the two

External Physician.

questionnaire-based reports of AD gave an improved predictive ability; the odds of developing these outcomes were closest to that of

3.3 | Predicting future clinical characteristics using
each measure of AD in infancy
The risk of acquiring any allergic sensitisation at age 5 years was

the children diagnosed by the Clinical Assessment.

4.2 | Strengths of the study

highest among infants diagnosed with AD during the criteria-based

Strengths of the current study include the longitudinal nature of

Clinical Assessment (RR: 2.92, 95% CI: 2.40, 3.55). Infants identi-

the data with multiple measures of AD within the same child and a

fied with AD by the other two methods were still at a significantly

standardised definition of allergic diseases. Although these stand-

increased risk, but lower than those identified from the clinical

ardised definitions enhance the reliability of diagnosis, the fact

assessments. For diagnosis using Combined Reports, the risk for

that they were seen by the same CHILD Study physicians at age

developing allergic sensitisation was higher than the other two

5 years may contribute to our finding that favours AD at clinical as-

individual methods (RR: 2.42, 95% CI: 1.96, 2.97), although still

sessment as the best measure to predict allergic outcomes at later

|
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TA B L E 2 Diagnostic values and
quantitative agreement between the
Parental Reports, External Physician’s
Diagnosis and Combined Reports of AD
compared to criteria-based Clinical
Assessment diagnosis

561

Estimate (%, 95% confidence interval), using the criteria-based
Clinical Assessment as the “gold standard”
All data (n = 3014)

Parental Report

External Physician

Combined Reports

Sensitivity

65.2 (64.9, 65.4)

70.2 (70.0, 70.4)

53.2 (52.9, 53.4)

Specificity

75.9 (75.7, 76.0)

87.0 (86.9, 87.1)

92.1 (92.0, 92.2)

Positive predictive
value (PPV)

26.9 (26.7, 27.0)

42.4 (42.3, 42.6)

47.8 (47.6, 48.1)

Negative predictive
value (NPV)

94.1 (94.0, 94.2)

95.5 (95.5, 95.6)

93.5 (93.5, 93.6)

Area under the
Receiver Operating
Curve (AUROC)

0.60 (0.60, 0.61)

0.69 (0.68, 0.70)

0.70 (0.70, 0.71)

Kappa (95% CI); N = 3014
Agreement with
Clinical Assessments

Parental Reports

External Physician

Combined Reports

0.25 (0.25, 0.26)

0.45 (0.44, 0.45)

0.43 (0.43, 0.44)

Number of positive diagnoses from each measure (N = 2221)
Severity determined at
the Clinical
Assessment

Parental Report

External Physician

Agreement a

Mild (n = 195)

145

144

115 (59.0)

Moderate (n = 47)

43

37

35 (74.5)

Severe (n = 6)

6

6

6 (100)

a

Agreement refers to the proportion of children diagnosed by both measures within each severity
group. Note that we only present results for children with complete data when comparing the severity ratings within each group, since the multiple imputation method iterates over 50 separate data
sets and does not provide the exact number of children assigned to each group.

F I G U R E 3 Risk ratios for each AD measure in predicting allergic outcomes at age 5 y, comparing each with the criteria-based Clinical
Assessments.aSee Appendix 7A and 7B for a tabular format
ages. However, AD diagnosed at clinical assessment is also the most
strongly associated with the objective measure of allergic sensiti-

4.3 | Limitations of the data

sation based on skin prick tests; hence any biases that arise from

One limitation of the study is reflected in some inconsistencies

CHILD Study physicians’ diagnoses of allergic diseases would appear

within the data, namely that some children whose parent had

to be minimal.

never reported a rash were diagnosed with AD at the clinical
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assessments (Figure 1); this may have been due to parents miss-

assessment) since it improves the ability to predict future allergic

ing rashes which were observed by the study physician during

outcomes compared to using one method of reporting alone. To

the clinic visit or mistakes made in answering the questionnaire.

minimise the cost of a clinical assessment, future studies may also

Furthermore, some parents do not consistently check with a phy-

want to consider the feasibility of implementing a more layman

sician whenever the child has a rash; parents whose child was not

friendly question that is based on the UK Working Party criteria to

diagnosed with AD at an earlier physician visit (eg 3 months) may

be directly answered by parents, which may help improve diagnos-

not check with their physician at a later visit. Nevertheless, both of

tic accuracy of a questionnaire-b ased report. Research questions

these limitations emulate real-world scenarios of studies that have

that seek to accurately identify infants with AD in infancy ideally

to solely rely on questionnaires completed by the parents; these

require a direct clinical assessment, utilising established criteria

parents would have also reported that the child was never diag-

for diagnosis.

nosed with AD. Our classification of severity as mild, moderate
and severe, while including the clinical criteria of severity included
in the Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI), namely erythema,
induration/papulation, excoriation and lichenification, did not estimate the total area of involvement and so we could not calculate
an EASI score. 26 Likewise, we do not have biomarker signatures
which have been shown to improve precision measurement of disease severity. 27
Finally, many parents did not complete the questionnaires at all
time points, which may bias our results since those completing all
questionnaires may have been more concerned over their child’s
health and so provided more accurate and complete information.
Greater discrepancies leading to less accurate diagnosis could be
observed in the general population utilising only survey reports. We
addressed this potential problem by introducing multiple imputation

5 | CO N C LU S I O N S
These findings indicate that AD diagnosed by an experienced
healthcare professional during a clinical assessment in infancy
using the UK Working Party criteria provided the best prognostic
marker of all allergic outcomes at age 5 years. Examining the child,
especially at this early age, is important for an accurate and reliable diagnosis. While direct healthcare professional assessment
will be the most costly, researchers that utilise parental reports of
AD and physician’s diagnosis will need to be cognizant of this difference and interpret their results cautiously, noting the methods
of AD ascertainment.

methods to the data as well as conducting a best and worst case
scenario in terms of the agreement with the clinical assessment diagnosis. Although a few differences in results occur comparing the
complete and full including imputed data, our results appear robust
to these many different scenarios of different plausible imputation
values.

We are grateful to all the families who took part in this study,
and the whole CHILD team, which includes interviewers, nurses,
computer and laboratory technicians, clerical workers, research
scientists, volunteers, managers and receptionists. The Canadian
Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) and the Allergy, Genes

4.4 | Interpretation

and Environment (AllerGen) Network of Centres of Excellence

There are variations in the early presentation of atopic dermatitis
and in the patterns of persistence or remission, severity and comorbidity. In a latent class analysis involving two birth cohorts, early-
onset and early-resolving atopic dermatitis could be distinguished
from early-onset-persistent or early-onset-late resolving atopic dermatitis, the latter being most strongly associated with genetic risk
and a personal and parental history of atopic disease.
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In another

European cohort, among those destined to develop atopic dermatitis in the first 4 years, almost 60% presented with AD in the first
year of life.

AC K N OW L E D G E M E N T S
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Currently, it is known that AD that persists from age 1 to 3 years

(NCE) provided core funding for CHILD. Additional support has
been provided by Health Canada, Environment Canada, Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the Sick Children’s Hospital
Foundation, Don & Debbie Morrison, the Silver Thread Foundation
and the Childhood Asthma Foundation. We also acknowledge the
generosity of ALK-A bello, Mississauga, ON, Canada, in supplying
all allergens for the study, and Lincoln Diagnostics Inc., Decatur,
IL USA, for supplying the Duotip-Test II devices and skin testing
kits. M Sears holds the AstraZeneca endowed chair in Respiratory
Epidemiology. Funders had no role in the design and analysis of
the study.

results in the highest risk for continuing the “atopic march.”1,12,19
For studies aimed at assessing the risk of developing severe allergic outcomes at later ages, a method that leads to over-diagnosis
(such as Parental Reports, as shown in current study) during in-

C O N FL I C T O F I N T E R E S T
All authors have no conflict of interests to declare.

fancy might be acceptable, as AD in many of these children will resolve at later ages, negating the risk. Combining Parental Reports
with the diagnosis from an External Physician might be a suitable
alternative in some circumstances (eg to avoid costs of a clinical
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APPENDIX 2
Algorithm used to diagnose AD based on questionnaire data (Parental Report)

APPENDIX 3
Definition of AD severity ratings during the clinical assessment
1 Mild—Single site or no more than 2 sites, minor symptoms (little itching/rubbing), minor crusting and papules, not excoriated or oozing, not
needing frequent medical attention
2 Moderate—Neither mild nor severe
3 Severe—Multiple sites, with extensive crusting or papules or excoriations or oozing or lichenification, sleep loss, needing frequent medical
attention, major concern to parents

APPENDIX 4
Diagnostic criteria for asthma, allergic rhinitis and food allergy
Asthma is difficult to diagnose with absolute certainty at age 3 years. A paediatric asthma specialist or a highly trained health care professional
working under their supervision conducted a structured interview with the accompanying parent or guardian identifying symptoms consistent
with asthma, namely recurrent wheeze and coughing without a cold, and noted any physical findings. Asthma was considered definite if the
parent reported physician-diagnosed asthma, or use of a bronchodilator prescribed by a physician for coughing or wheezing episodes, or use
of a prescribed daily controller medication, or frequent wheezing (3 or more distinct episodes over the previous year) with no alternative diagnosis. Atopy was not essential to the diagnosis but, together with parental history, weighted the likelihood of diagnosing recurrent wheezing
as definite asthma. Possible asthma was recorded if there were less frequent episodes of wheeze or coughing without colds and no report of
medication use.
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Allergic rhinitis was diagnosed based on the questions validated in the ISAAC study, namely nasal symptoms (itching, runny nose, sneezing)
without a cold. The combination of symptoms related to particular exposures with a matching positive skin test increased the likelihood of a
diagnosis of definite allergic rhinitis, but a positive response to one or more of our representative but limited range of allergens was not considered essential to the diagnosis. Differentiation between definite and possible rhinitis also reflected assessment of the frequency and severity of symptoms, as well as response to therapy with antihistamines or nasal corticosteroids.
Food allergy was considered definite if there was a substantial history consistent with an IgE-mediated response with a matching positive
skin test, or previous food allergy testing and diagnosis by a paediatric allergist. Less convincing histories of food allergy were considered possible. Only 4 foods were skin tested in this cohort, and although these represented the most common food allergens in this age group they may
not have identified the food allergen involved.
APPENDIX 5
Imputation procedures
The current analysis includes 3014 children who were assessed for AD at the 1-year clinical assessment. Those who did not attend were excluded from analysis as we do not want to impute a value for the “gold standard” measure. The first set of analyses of the sensitivity, specificity
and other characteristics of the three evaluated AD measures were conducted on 3014 children including imputed data. The second set of
analyses were conducted on 2660 children who attended the clinical assessment at age 5 years. Missing AD information from questionnaires
was also imputed in this second analysis, but not values for the 5-years outcomes.
Imputations for missing data for AD in questionnaires were undertaken as follows:
1. Firstly, for children who had a positive response to the Parental Report algorithm (Appendix 2) using any of the 3, 6 months or
1-year questionnaires were immediately considered to have AD based on the Parental Report, even if they had not completed
questionnaires at all three-time points. This was similarly undertaken for the External Physician report. This action was taken based
on the rationale that even if we had complete data at all three-time points, these children would have been classified as positive
regardless of whether the missing data were positive or negative.
2. Secondly, if a child had AT LEAST two data points with “No” responses and missed only one question at EITHER age 3 or 6 months, they were
considered as “No”. However, if the child missed the questionnaire at age 1 year, they would have missed a period for at least 6 months,
hence, we did not impute these cases using this rationale.
Applying the two procedures above gave complete data on 2511 children. The remaining missing data were imputed using the multiple imputation procedure from the MICE package on R, which is based on a logistic regression method. Whenever a data point was missing, we imputed
sequentially for each questionnaire at each ages 3, 6 months and 1 year. Since the point was to predict the value, we used all available data to the
child, including all reports on AD reported on questionnaires from age 3 months to age 5 years. We created 50 imputed data sets run over 10 iterations. The imputed values at all ages 3, 6 months and 1 year were collated to create single measures for AD Parental Report, AD External Physician,
and AD Combined Report, respectively, at age 1 year.
In the first set of analyses, all 3014 children with imputed values were maintained. We calculated sensitivity and specificity over the 50
created data sets. Since there was no direct way to calculate 95% confidence interval over the 50 data sets, we averaged them to get a point
estimate for the sensitivity and specificity; we then used the bootstrap procedure over the 50 point estimates using 500 replications with the
Bca method to obtain a 95% CI for each of the point estimates. The same method was used for the Kappa statistics and AUROC.
In the second set of analyses, we removed children not attending the assessment at 5 years, leaving 2660 children. The regression estimates
were obtained using the pooled estimates package from MICE, which directly pooled all results from the 50 data sets and provide the 95% CI.
Since multiple imputation does not give a single imputed value, but rather 50 different sets, we were able to calculate pooled regression
estimates and provide estimates of sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV from the pooled results of 50 data sets. However, we are unable to
present the exact frequencies of children diagnosed by each measure of AD from the set of 3014, hence, we can only present results for children with complete data (n = 2221) in Figure 2 (Venn diagram) and Table 2 of the agreement with severity ratings, as both require an exact
frequency of children diagnosed by each method.
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APPENDIX 6A
Diagnostic values and quantitative agreement between the Parental Reports, External Physician’s diagnosis and Combined Reports of AD
compared to criteria-based Clinical Assessment diagnosis for all 3014 children under different scenarios, invoking the worst case scenario,
where all missing data disagree with the Clinical Assessments
Estimate (95% CI), using the criteria-based Clinical Assessment as the “gold standard”
All data (n = 3014)

Parental Report

External Physician

Combined Reports

Sensitivity

202/361
0.56 (0.51, 0.61)

215/361
0.60 (0.54, 0.65)

150/361
0.42 (0.36, 0.47)

Specificity

1754/2653
0.66 (0.64, 0.68)

1987/2653
0.75 (0.73, 0.77)

2096/2653
0.79 (0.77, 0.81)

Positive predictive value (PPV)

202/1101
0.18 (0.16, 0.21)

215/881
0.24 (0.22, 0.27)

150/707
0.21 (0.18, 0.24)

Negative predictive value (NPV)

1754/1913
0.92 (0.90, 0.93)

1987/2133
0.93 (0.92, 0.94)

2096/2307
0.91 (0.90, 0.92)

Area under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUROC)

55.0 (53.7, 56.3)

58.8 (57.3, 60.3)

56.0 (54.4, 57.7)

Kappa (95% CI)
Agreement with Clinical Assessments

Parental Reports

External Physician

Combined Reports

0.12 (0.09, 0.15)

0.21 (0.18, 0.25)

0.15 (0.11, 0.18)

Number of positive diagnoses from each measure (N = 3014)
Severity determined at the Clinical Assessment

Parental Report

External Physician

Agreement*

Mild (n = 265)

169

150

97 (36.6)

Moderate (n = 69)

56

44

36 (52.2)

Severe (n = 13)

9

10

8 (61.5)

*Agreement refers to the proportion of children diagnosed by both measures within each severity group.
APPENDIX 6B
Diagnostic values and quantitative agreement between the Parental Reports, External Physician’s diagnosis and Combined Reports of AD
compared to criteria-based Clinical Assessment diagnosis for all 3014 children under different scenarios, invoking the best case scenario,
where all missing data agrees with the Clinical Assessments
Estimate (95% CI), using the criteria-based Clinical Assessment as the “gold standard”
All complete data (n = 3014)

Parental Report

External Physician

Combined Reports

Sensitivity

249/361
0.69 (0.64, 0.74)

267/361
0.60 (0.54, 0.65)

212/361
0.59 (0.53, 0.64)

Specificity

2128/2653
0.80 (0.79, 0.82)

2382/2653
0.75 (0.73, 0.77)

2522/2653
0.95 (0.94, 0.96)

Positive predictive value (PPV)

249/774
0.32 (0.29, 0.36)

267/538
0.50 (0.45, 0.54)

212/343
0.62 (0.56, 0.67)

Negative predictive value (NPV)

2128/2240
0.95 (0.94, 0.96)

2382/2476
0.96 (0.95, 0.97)

2096/2307
0.91 (0.90, 0.92)

Area under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUROC)

63.6 (61.9, 65.3)

72.9 (70.8, 75.1)

78.1 (75.6, 80.7)

Parental Reports

External Physician

Combined Reports

0.33 (0.29, 0.37)

0.53 (0.48, 0.57)

0.55 (0.50, 0.60)

Kappa (95% CI)
Agreement with Clinical Assessments

Number of positive diagnoses from each measure (N = 3014)
Severity determined at the Clinical Assessment

Parental Report

External Physician

Agreement*

Mild (n = 265)

169

185

138 (52.1)

Moderate (n = 69)

56

57

51 (73.9)

Severe (n = 13)

13

13

13 (100)

*Agreement refers to the proportion of children diagnosed by both measures within each severity group.
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APPENDIX 6C
Diagnostic values and quantitative agreement between the Parental Reports, External Physician’s diagnosis and Combined Reports of AD
compared to criteria-based Clinical Assessment diagnosis, considering only children with complete data (n = 2221)
Estimate (95% CI), using the criteria-based Clinical Assessment as the “gold standard”
All complete data (n = 2221)

Parental Report

External Physician

Combined Reports

Sensitivity

194/248
78.2 (73.1, 83.4)

187/248
75.4 (70.0, 80.8)

156/248
62.9 (56.9, 68.9)

Specificity

1241/1973
62.9 (60.8, 65.5)

1624/1973
82.3 (80.6, 84.0)

1744/1973
88.4 (87.0, 89.8)

Positive predictive value (PPV)

194/926
21.0 (18.3, 23.6)

187/536
34.9 (30.9, 38.9)

156/385
40.5 (35.6, 45.4)

Negative predictive value (NPV)

1241/1295
95.8 (94.7, 96.9)

1624/1685
96.4 (95.5, 97.3)

1744/1836
95.0 (94.0, 96.0)

Area under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUROC)

0.71 (0.68, 0.73)

0.79 (0.76, 0.82)

0.76 (0.73, 0.79)

Parental Reports

External Physician

Combined Reports

0.19 (0.16, 0.22)

0.39 (0.34, 0.43)

0.41 (0.36, 0.47)

Kappa (95% CI)
Agreement with Clinical Assessments

APPENDIX 7A
Risk ratio for each AD measure in predicting allergic outcomes at age 5 y relative to the criteria-based Clinical Assessments including all
children (N = 3014)—Tabular format of Figure 3
Risk ratios for each outcome (95% CI)
Outcomes at 5 y

Parental Report

External Physician

Combined Report

Criteria-based
Clinical Assessment

Allergic sensitisation

1.81 (1.51, 2.16)

2.04 (1.69, 2.47)

2.42 (1.96, 2.97)

2.92 (2.40, 3.55)

Asthma

2.07 (1.52, 2.83)

1.99 (1.41, 2.79)

2.61 (1.80, 3.72)

2.63 (1.85, 3.74)

Allergic rhinitis

2.47 (1.85, 3.31)

2.90 (2.15, 3.92)

2.99 (2.14, 4.11)

3.66 (2.67, 4.99)

Food allergy

4.18 (2.98, 5.88)

6.32 (4.51, 8.87)

7.76 (5.50, 10.97)

7.22 (5.13, 10.15)

APPENDIX 7B
Risk ratio for each AD measure in predicting allergic outcomes at age 5 y relative to the criteria-based Clinical Assessments, including only
children with complete data for all questionnaires (N = 2221)
Risk ratios for each outcome (95% CI)

a

Outcomes at 5 ya

Parental Report

External Physician

Combined Report

Criteria-based Clinical
Assessment

Allergic sensitisation

1.76 (1.42, 2.17)

1.73 (1.39, 2.15)

2.07 (1.65, 2.60)

2.77 (2.18, 3.52)

Number of events per
AD measure (%)

195/790
(24.7)

125/460
(27.2)

107/332
(32.2)

91/213
(42.7)

Allergic rhinitis

1.90 (1.34, 2.69)

2.13 (1.50, 3.02)

2.33 (1.62, 3.36)

3.84 (2.67, 5.54)

Number of events per
AD measure (%)

75/818
(9.2)

53/478
(11.1)

43/342
(12.6)

43/223
(19.3)

Food allergy

3.57 (2.27, 5.62)

6.18 (4.02, 9.52)

6.52 (4.32, 9.84)

6.19 (4.11, 9.33)

Number of events per
AD measure (%)

67/820
(8.2)

62/478
(13.0)

54/343
(15.7)

41/221
(18.6)

Asthma

1.72 (1.17, 2.52)

1.68 (1.13, 2.51)

1.71 (1.11, 2.64)

2.55 (1.64, 3.98)

Number of events per
AD measure (%)

58/821
(7.1)

37/480
(7.7)

28/344
(8.1)

26/224
(11.6)

Number of available AD measures for each outcome may not be consistent due to missing data at the 5 year outcomes

